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Abstract Objectives Patients with hip or knee osteoar-

thritis (OA) may experience functional limitations in work

settings. In the Cohort Hip and Cohort Knee study

(CHECK) physical function was both self-reported and

measured performance-based, using Functional Capacity

Evaluation (FCE). Relations between self-reported scores

on SF-36 and WOMAC (Western Ontario and McMaster

Arthritis Index, function scales) and FCE performance

were studied, and their diagnostic value for clinicians in

predicting observed physical work limitations was asses-

sed. Methods Ninety-two subjects scored physical function

on SF-36 (scale 0–100, 100 indicating the best health level)

and WOMAC (scale 0–68, 68 indicates maximum restric-

tion) and performed the FCE. Correlations were calculated

between all scores. Cross-tables were constructed using

both questionnaires as diagnostic tests to identify work

limitations. Subjects lifting \22.5 kg on the FCE-test

‘lifting-low’ were labeled as having physical work limita-

tions. Diagnostic aspects at different cut-off scores for both

questionnaires were analysed. Results Statistically signifi-

cant correlations (Spearman’s q 0.34–0.49) were found

between questionnaire scores and lifting and carrying tests.

Results of a diagnostic cross-table with cut-off point \60

on SF-36 ‘physical functioning’ were: sensitivity 0.34,

specificity 0.97 and positive predictive value (PV?) 0.95.

Cut-off point C21 on WOMAC ‘function’ resulted in

sensitivity 0.51, specificity 0.88 and PV? 0.88. Conclusion

Low self-reported function scores on SF-36 and WOMAC

diagnosed subjects with limitations on the FCE. However,

high scores did not guarantee performance without physi-

cal work limitations. These results are specific to the tested

persons with early OA, in populations with a different

prevalence of limitations, different diagnostic values will

be found. FCE may be indicated to help clinicians to assess

actual work capacity.

Keywords Osteoarthritis � Knee � Hip � FCE �
Physical function � Self-report

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) of the hips and the knees is considered

a major disabling disorder due to its restricting effect on

mobility. While most prevalent in the elderly, recent pub-

lications demonstrated that younger people of working age

may also be affected [1–3]. Disability at work depends on
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the functional capacity of the person and on the physical,

mental and social demands of the job. There is little

information on physical function in relation to physical job

demands for people with OA. Most studies focus on

activities of daily life (ADL) limitations in the more

advanced stages of the disorder in elderly people. Func-

tional status in hip and knee OA generally deteriorates

slowly [4]. It is feasible that in the early stages a high

physical load during work may result in pain and functional

limitations of workers. These people may have little or no

limitations in ADL that are less demanding than their work.

Reports on work limitations in degenerative joint disease

are scarce [5].

Limitations in ADL are often measured with validated

self-report instruments such as the 36-item Short-form

Health Status Survey (SF-36 [6], generic) or Western

Ontario and McMaster University Arthritis Index (WO-

MAC [7], arthritis specific). These instruments focus on

perceived limitations, whereas performance based tests of

functional capacity focus on observed test behavior. Func-

tional Capacity Evaluations (FCE) are applied in specific

contexts as pre-job screening, work rehabilitation and

assessment of disability claims [8, 9]. The tests are physi-

cally demanding and take several hours to complete the full

protocol. The validity of self-report and performance-based

instruments is still under debate [10–12]. Terwee et al. [13]

concluded that information on measurement properties of

many performance-based methods for people with OA is

incomplete, which makes it difficult to select an appropriate

method. The psychometric properties of FCE have been

described for healthy subjects and subjects with low back

pain [14–16]. Reneman et al. [17] studied the concurrent

validity of an FCE and self-reports on disability in relation

to chronic low back pain. They found poor to moderate

correlations between FCE results and outcomes of the low

back related self-reported disability.

The Cohort Hip and Cohort Knee (CHECK) study [18]

aims to study the course of early OA of the hip and the

knee in people between 45 and 65 years (at inclusion). The

course of impairments, disabilities and problems with

social participation due to hip and knee complaints will be

described. To cover a spectrum of biopsychosocial vari-

ables, a set of generic methods and instruments is used. We

examined the potential use of two of these methods (self-

report questionnaires) for predicting functional limitations

on an FCE-battery. FCEs have been criticized because of

the burden of testing, both for patients and clinicians. A

good solution would be to develop a clinical rule to indi-

cate if and when an FCE is needed to assess functional

capacity for work. This rule would be helpful for general

practitioners, rheumatologists, occupational physicians and

physical therapists. Therefore, the objectives of this study

were:

1. To describe the relation between on one hand the

scores on SF-36 ‘physical function’ and WOMAC

‘function’ and on the other hand performance on a

Functional Capacity Evaluation.

2. To determine the optimal cut-off point for the use of self-

reports as diagnostic test to identify work limitations.

3. To study the diagnostic properties and diagnostic

values of SF-36 and WOMAC in predicting limited

functional capacity on the FCE.

Methods

Design

This study was a cross-sectional study in a sample of

subjects participating in the CHECK cohort, a multi-centre

longitudinal study on early OA (n = 1002) [18]. After

inclusion in the cohort all subjects received a comprehen-

sive questionnaire, composed from several validated

questionnaires. All subjects from the CHECK-centres

Groningen and Enschede (n = 153) were additionally

invited to participate in this study in which the ability to

perform work related activities was assessed with a Func-

tional Capacity Evaluation.

Subjects

Inclusion criteria for the CHECK cohort were hip and/or

knee complaints for which the subject visited the general

practitioner no longer than 6 month ago and that were not

attributed to direct trauma or other disorders. The age of

the subjects was between 45 and 65 years. Exclusion cri-

teria were the presence of inflammatory rheumatic disor-

ders, joint prosthesis (hip and knee), previous joint trauma

and serious co morbidity. All participants provided written

informed consent before entering the study, and the Med-

ical Ethical Board of hospital ‘Medisch Spectrum Twente’

in Enschede, The Netherlands, approved the study.

Measurements

Performance based outcome measures: The WorkWell

Systems Functional Capacity Evaluation (WWS FCE) [19]

was used to assess subjects’ work capacity. 22 tests,

including all those that cause load bearing to the hips and

the knees, were selected from the standardized 2-day WWS

FCE protocol. These tests aim to record maximal capacity

with regards to strength, endurance or speed. Providing the

test leader judged the tests to be performed safely, subjects

were asked to continue to a higher load level (five repeti-

tions per level). The static endurance tests were continued
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until a preset limit was reached. The subject was free to end

any test at any moment, for example, because of discomfort

or pain. Preceding the FCE tests subjects’ age and sex were

registered and the following measurements were per-

formed: length, weight, Body Mass Index (BMI), location

of the complaint (hip/knee/both and left/right/both).

Self-report outcome measures: The SF-36 and the

WOMAC (Dutch versions) were used. The SF-36 [6] is a

validated 36-item questionnaire that measures eight

domains of health; in this study the scale for ‘physical

functioning’ was used (containing 10 items with a 3 point

Likert Scale, leading to a transformed score range of 0–100

in 20 steps of 5 points, 100 indicating the highest level of

functioning). The WOMAC [7] is a validated self-admin-

istered questionnaire for patients with hip or knee OA,

consisting of 24 questions categorized in subscales of pain,

stiffness and function. In this study the ‘function’ scale was

included in the analyses (17 items, 5 point Likert Scale,

score range 0–68 in 68 steps, 68 indicating maximal

restrictions in function).

Diagnostic cross-table: Analogous to diagnostic tests for

diseases 2 9 2 cross-tables were constructed for disease

presence (yes/no) and diagnostic test result (positive/neg-

ative). In our cross-tables the presence of observed work

limitations in the FCE was related to scores on the self-

report questionnaires. To split the subjects in a group with

work limitations and a group without work limitations,

criteria from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT

[20]) were used. The DOT categorises physical job

demands into five categories, which are mainly based on

the amount of weight to be lifted in the job. Subjects only

able to perform work tasks which lay within the lowest

physical levels of activity, classified as sedentary or light

tasks (lifting occasionally up to 22.5 kg, based on the FCE

test ‘lifting low’) were labeled as having ‘work limita-

tions’. Those who were able to perform medium, heavy or

very heavy work (lifting occasionally 22.5 kg and more)

were considered to have ‘no work limitations’. Question-

naire results reflecting self-reported restrictions in physical

function (scores below a chosen cut-off value for SF-36

and scores over a WOMAC cut-off point) indicated a

positive test result, the remaining scores indicated a neg-

ative result. In summary, a cross-table was constructed to

evaluate the potential diagnostic value of the physical

function subscales of SF-36 and WOMAC (self-reports) in

predicting functional work limitations on the FCE (per-

formance test).

Protocol

Questionnaires were filled in on inclusion into the cohort.

FCE was performed after subjects gave informed consent

to participate in this spin-off study (additional to the

cohort). As a result there was a time lapse between the self-

reporting and the FCE. Tests were led by 4th year Physical

Therapy students who received a 1-day training in the

procedure and the execution of the tests. They were

supervised by the research team. Testers were blinded for

the self-report outcomes and the criteria for interpretation

(22.5 kg).

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were performed on the results from

FCE, SF-36 ‘physical function’ and WOMAC ‘function’.

Correlations between FCE performance and questionnaire

scores were assessed using Spearman rank correlation

coefficients. Bonferroni procedures [21] were applied to

reduce type I error, adjustment for 44 comparisons at

a = 0.05 resulted in the use of P \ 0.001 as level of

significance.

Frequency tables of ‘lifting low’ performance for dif-

ferent SF-36 scores and WOMAC scores were used to

construct cross tables for a series of cut-off points. Diag-

nostic properties and diagnostic values of the tests (see the

text box for an introduction) were calculated for each cut-

off point.

A brief introduction to diagnostic properties and values

Sensitivity (Se) is the probability of a positive test outcome given that

the disorder (in this study: work limitations) is present, specificity

(Sp) is the probability of a negative test outcome given that work

limitations are not present. Of practical importance for clinicians

are the positive predictive value (PV?), this is the probability that

an individual has work limitations in case of a positive test

outcome, and the negative predictive value (PV-), this is the

probability that an individual does not have work limitations in

case of a negative test outcome. However, both PV? and PV- are

affected by the prevalence of work limitations in the studied

population.

Statistical as well as clinical criteria were used to

determine the optimal cut-off point for SF-36 and WO-

MAC scores that indicated a positive test. Results for the

chosen cut-off points were displayed in scatter plots with

scores on questionnaire versus FCE performance on ‘lifting

low’. To match the plots with the quadrants of the diag-

nostic cross tables the SF-36 scores on the y-axis were

inverted: 0 was put on top of the y-axis, because low scores

indicate a positive diagnostic test outcome.

Since only the ‘lifting low’ test was used to determine

the cut-off points of the self-reports, we subsequently

examined whether applying these cut-off scores to the

other FCE tests would also clearly divide the subjects in

low and high performers. This was done by testing the

differences in performances on all the other FCE tests
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between persons with a positive test and those with a

negative test. Independent samples t-tests were used on

the manual material handling tests; Mann–Whitney tests

were used on the other tests, because of ceiling and

criterion effects. The level of significance (a) was chosen

at 0.05.

Results

Subjects

Ninety-two of the 153 invited CHECK participants were

enrolled in this study (79 women, 13 men). Of this

sample, 59 had complaints of the hip(s) as well as the

knee(s). Subjects’ characteristics are described in

Table 1. They were very similar to the other 849 sub-

jects in the cohort and to the 61 non-participants with

regards to age, sex, body mass index, work participation

and scores on physical function scales of SF-36 and

WOMAC.

Study Objective 1: Correlations

Spearman’s rho (q) for correlations between the scores on

SF-36, WOMAC and FCE are presented in Table 2. WO-

MAC correlations were negative where SF-36 correlations

were positive because at the WOMAC higher scores indi-

cate more restrictions. The highest correlation was found

between the two self-report instruments. Correlations

between self-reports and nearly all manual material han-

dling FCE tests were statistically significant with q-values

ranging from 0.34 to 0.49. Correlations with most of the

other FCE-tests were not statistically significant. Results

for the stair climbing test (10 9 10 stairs) were not pre-

sented because 34 subjects reached the preset heart rate

safety limit (85% of maximal heart rate) and had to end the

test prematurely.

Study Objective 2 and 3: Cut-off Points and Diagnostic

Values

In Table 3 the diagnostic qualities at different cut-off

points are presented of both SF-36 ‘physical function’ and

Table 1 Subject characteristics of FCE-participants, non-participants and the rest of the cohort

Variable FCE-participants (n = 92) Non FCE-participants (n = 61) Others in cohort (n = 849)

Mean (SD) Median (range) Mean (SD) Median (range) Mean (SD) Median (range)

Age (years) 56 (4.9) 56 (47–65) 55 (5.8) 55 (45–65) 56 (5.2) 56 (45–65)

Female sex (%) 84 87 78

Work participation (%) 48 50 46

BMI (kg/m2) 26.0 (4.5) 25.1 (13–40) 26.2 (3.7) 25.3 (21–40) 26.2 (4.1) 25.5 (15–49)

SF-36 physical functioninga 71.2 (21.6) 75 (5–100) 74.3 (16.5) 75 (25–100) 75.1 (16.7) 80.0 (5–100)

WOMAC functionb 18.1 (12.1) 15.0 (0–49) 16.5 (11.7) 16.0 (0–53) 15.7 (11.6) 13.0 (0–56)

a On a scale of 0 (worst situation) to 100 (best situation)
b On a scale of 0 (best situation) to 68 (worst situation)

Table 2 Spearman rank correlation coefficients for SF-36, WOMAC

and FCE tests

SF-36 (physical

function)

WOMAC

(function)

WOMAC function .70*

Manual material handling (kg)

Lifting low .37* -.37*

Lifting high .32 -.39*

Carry short .36* -.39*

Carry long, two hands .34* -.43*

Carry long, R hand .46* -.47*

Carry long, L hand .38* -.49*

Push static .20 -.34

Pull static .31 -.37*

Static posture, endurance (s)

Static overhead work .13 -.32

Static bent work .26 -.29

Kneeling .33 -.45*

Squat .23 -.18

Dynamic movements, speed (s)

Crawling -.21 .24

Dynamic bent work -.20 .30

Repetitive squats -.27 .36*

Stand L repetitive rotation -.13 .19

Stand R repetitive rotation -.12 .18

Sit L repetitive rotation -.04 .12

Sit R repetitive rotation -.11 .18

Ladder -.33 .30

Dynamic movements, endurance (m)

Shuttle walk .25 -.39*

* P \ 0.001
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WOMAC ‘function’, in relation to work limitations (the

defined ‘disease’).

The table illustrates that, as in every diagnostic test,

shifting the cut-off point resulted in a trade-off between

sensitivity and specificity. For SF-36 a cut-off point of\60

points was chosen, because at this score the highest spec-

ificity (0.97) is reached in combination with a high likeli-

hood ratio for a positive test (11.1); 21 subjects (23%) were

tested ‘positive’. For WOMAC a cut-off point of C21 was

chosen, which gave lower specificity and higher sensitivity

compared to SF-36. This cut-off point resulted in 34 sub-

jects (37%) with a positive test.

In Fig. 1 scatter plots of the results of all subjects are

presented in combination with cross-tables with the diag-

nostic values at the chosen cut-off points. The self-report

scores predicted low performance on the FCE-test ‘lifting

low’ for 20 out of 21 positive tests on the SF-36 (positive

predictive value, PV? = 0.95) and for 30 out of 34 posi-

tive tests on the WOMAC (PV? = 0.88). The PV- for

SF-36 and WOMAC were 0.45 and 0.50, respectively.

In Table 4 the performances on all the FCE tests are

compared for subjects with positive and negative diag-

nostic tests. These results indicate that on manual material

handling tests persons with negative tests (high self-

reported function) handled heavier weights. All differences

in test results were statistically significant.

For static posture tests the results were mixed. Although

not all of them were statistically significant the tendency

was for both SF-36 and WOMAC that subjects with

negative tests demonstrated higher endurance. Most of the

dynamic tests did not show significantly different results,

although the group with negative tests performed faster on

average. On the shuttle walk test persons with negative

diagnostic tests walked longer distances. In summary the

group with good self-reported function performed better on

all FCE tests.

Discussion

The main objectives of our study on persons with early OA

of the hip and the knee were to describe relations between

scores on the function scales of SF-36 and WOMAC and

performance on the FCE and to determine the diagnostic

value of these scales in predicting limited capacity on the

FCE. If these questionnaires demonstrate predictive value

in identifying physical work limitations they can help cli-

nicians to decide whether or not an FCE is indicated to

evaluate physical work capacity.

The invitation to voluntarily participate in this study

could have introduced selection bias, if for example people

with a higher physical capacity were more willing to per-

form the demanding tests. Our results however indicated

that the subjects were similar to the non-participants on the

compared variables. Neither were there any differences in

comparison to the rest of the cohort with respect to age,

sex, work participation, body mass index and SF-36 and

WOMAC scores. These scores indicated that most of our

Table 3 Properties of SF-36 ‘physical function’ and WOMAC ‘function’ as a diagnostic test for work limitations, at different cut-off points

Self-report instrument Cut-off point Positive and negative

tests (±)

Sensitivity Specificity Likelihood ratio

of positive test

SF-36 physical function 55 17/75 0.27 0.97 8.9

60 21/71 0.34 0.97 11.1

65 26/66 0.41 0.94 6.7

70 33/59 0.47 0.85 3.1

75 42/50 0.59 0.79 2.8

80 47/45 0.64 0.73 2.4

85 55/37 0.73 0.64 2.0

90 68/24 0.81 0.39 1.3

WOMAC function 25 28/64 0.41 0.88 3.4

24 30/62 0.44 0.88 3.6

23 31/61 0.46 0.88 3.8

22 32/60 0.47 0.88 3.9

21 34/58 0.51 0.88 4.2

20 38/54 0.54 0.82 3.0

19 39/53 0.56 0.82 3.1

18 40/52 0.56 0.79 2.6

17 43/49 0.59 0.76 2.4

16 45/47 0.61 0.73 2.2
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subjects, included as having early OA, were in relatively

good self-reported health.

The correlations between the scores on questionnaires

and the performance on the FCE varied in a logical manner

that provides construct validity to subtests of the FCE. A

number of questionnaire items correspond almost literally

with FCE items (for example lifting or carrying groceries,

kneeling/stooping, walking). Other items refer to activities

that are not in the FCE protocol (for example bathing or

dressing), while some FCE tests (for example repetitive

movements) do not match with questionnaire items. Fur-

thermore, the relation between self-reported functional

status and observed performance must have been influ-

enced by other than physical factors. Both physical and

psychological factors have been identified as having

influence on the functional status with regard to mobility of

older people with OA [22–25]. FCE tests that require

strength showed the highest correlations with the self-

reports. An explanation may be that these tests put the

highest mechanical loads on the hips and knees, resulting

from the combination of body movements and the weights

lifted or carried. Self-reported disability because of pain or

discomfort was expressed clearly on these tests. In the

other tests speed or endurance were more called on than

strength and factors such as dexterity or willingness to

continue may have become decisive.

Similar to diagnostic tests for diseases we constructed

diagnostic cross-tables. The aim of this action was to

explore whether those subjects who showed work limita-

tions on the (physically demanding) FCE could be identi-

fied based on their (easily obtained) self-reported

functional score. Although we performed a cross-sectional

study we used the term ‘prediction’ to indicate whether

questionnaire scores gained useful information about sub-

sequently observed performance. Our choice of the FCE

test ‘lifting low’ as criterion for work limitations was based

on the DOT-system in which lifting of weights is regarded

as a critical job demand. The figure of 22.5 kg corresponds
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SF-36:

Physical 

Function, 

cut-off

point           

<60

Work Limitations 

<60:  + 

≥60:  −

<22.5    ≥22.5 
  kg          kg 
   +           −

20    1 21 

71 39  32 

59           33 92 

Prevalence = 59/92 = 0.64  

Sensitivity = 20/59 = 0.33 (95%CI: 023-0.43) 

Specificity = 32/33 = 0.97 (95%CI: 0.94-1.0) 

Predictive Value + = 20/21 =  0.95  

(95%CI: 0.91-0.99) 

Predictive Value -  = 32/71 =  0.45  

(95%CI: 0.35-0.55) 

Likelihood Ratio + = 11.2 (95%CI: 5.9-21.3) 

Likelihood Ratio -  = 0.68 (95%CI: 0.49-0.94) 

WOMAC:

Function, 

cut-off

point        

≥21      

Work Limitations 

≥21: + 

<21:  −

<22.5   ≥22.5   
  kg        kg  
  +           −

30    4 34 

58 29  29 

59        33 92 

Prevalence = 59/92 = 0.64 

Sensitivity = 30/59 = 0.51 (95%CI: 0.41-0.61) 

Specificity = 29/33 = 0.88 (95%CI: 0.81-0.95) 

Predictive Value + = 30/34 =  0.88  

(95%CI: 0.81-0.95)  

Predictive Value -  = 29/58 =  0.50  

(95%CI: 0.40-0.60)  

Likelihood Ratio + = 4.2 (95%CI: 2.32-7.60) 

Likelihood Ratio -  = 0.6 (95%CI: 0.33-1.09) 

Fig. 1 a Scatter plot for lifting

performance versus SF-36

‘physical function’ with cut-off

scores indicated; to match the

plots with the quadrants of the

diagnostic cross tables, the SF-

36 scores on the y-axis were

inverted (0 on top of the y-axis);

corresponding cross

table ? diagnostic values. b
Scatter plot for lifting

performance versus WOMAC

‘function’ with cut-off scores

indicated; corresponding cross

table ? diagnostic values
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with the limit between light and medium physical demands

(DOT) and also equals the recommended weight limit of

the NIOSH guideline [26] that claims to be safe for 99% of

men and 75% of women in an ideal lifting situation. We

considered the DOT and the NIOSH guidelines as widely

accepted and best available evidence for choosing a crite-

rion. Applying this 22.5 kg limit the prevalence of work

limitations in our subjects was 64%. Since 85% of our

subjects were women with a mean age of 56 and less than

50% of them were in paid work, this result seems plausible.

In our cross-table we have chosen a cut-off point of\60

points on the SF-36 subscale physical function as criterion

for a positive diagnostic test. This choice was based on a

combination of parameters, i.e. the likelihood ratio for a

positive test (LR?), the high predictive value of a positive

test, the high specificity, and a useful number of positive

tests.

The diagnostic cross-table enabled us to predict low

performance on the FCE-test ‘lifting low’ based on poor

self-reported physical function for 21 of our 92 subjects,

with 95% ‘true positive’ outcomes. The LR? of 11.2

indicated that this positive test outcome increased the odds

of subjects demonstrating work limitations on the FCE

from the base rate of 59/33 to 20/1. The osteoarthritis

specific WOMAC was cut-off at a score of C21 points (on

the 0–68 ‘function’ scale). The use of this cut-off point

identified 34 subjects with a positive test (poor self-

reported function) and resulted in 88% ‘true positive’

outcomes. Compared to SF-36 the WOMAC identified 13

more subjects with work limitations at the cost of a 7%

decrease in certainty of this positive diagnosis. Apparently

the strength of both questionnaires lies in its positive pre-

dictive value to identify subjects with work limitations in

the early stage of the OA.

Table 4 Comparison of mean or median results on the FCE tests for groups SF? and SF- and for WOMAC? and WOMAC-, tested with

independent t-tests (manual material handling) or Mann–Whitney tests (others)

Mean SF?,

n = 21

Mean SF-,

n = 71

Mean

diff.

P Mean WOMAC?,

n = 34

Mean WOMAC-,

n = 58

Mean

diff.

P

Manual material handling (kg)

Lifting low 13.8 21.5 7.7 .001 15.2 22.4 7.2 .000

Lifting high 5.8 10.7 4.8 .000 6.8 11.2 4.4 .000

Carry short 13.2 21.9 8.7 .000 14.6 23.0 8.4 .000

Carry 2 hand 16.2 24.4 8.1 .002 17.2 25.6 8.4 .000

Carry right 16.4 23.4 7.0 .001 16.4 25.0 8.6 .000

Carry left 15.4 23.1 7.7 .001 15.8 24.6 8.8 .000

Push static 21.0 28.5 7.5 .010 21.5 30.1 8.5 .000

Pull static 24.0 35.9 11.9 .003 26.4 37.4 11.0 .000

Median SF? Median SF- P Median WOMAC? Median WOMAC- P

Static posture, endurance (s)

Static overhead 145 166 .353 144 174 .006

Static bent 191 339 .006 231 378 .005

Kneeling 146 300 .001 236 300 .001

Squat 60 60 .017 60 60 .099

Dynamic movements, speed (s)

Crawling 51 48 .083 54 43 .011

Bent dynamic 60 54 .114 61 53 .018

Repeated squat 53 49 .102 53 48 .007

Stand L repetitive rotation 89 81 .024 86 83 .068

Stand R repetitive rotation 86 79 .105 84 79 .105

Sit L repetitive rotation 90 84 .247 88 84 .350

Sit R repetitive rotation 91 85 .249 91 85 .064

Ladder 143 113 .013 136 111 .009

Dynamic movements, endurance (m)

Shuttle walk 250 330 .011 250 330 .000
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The use of the FCE-test ‘lifting low’ as criterion for

work limitations was supported by the outcomes of

applying the same diagnostic criterion (a SF-36 ‘physical

functioning’ score\60 or WOMAC ‘function’ C21) to the

other ‘manual material handling’ tests of the FCE.

Although we did not present them, the resulting scatter

plots and cross tables were very similar. We concluded that

these scores indeed predict physical work limitations,

especially where lifting and carrying were critical job

demands. These are the same FCE tests that showed sig-

nificant correlations with self-report scores (Table 2).

The negative predictive value of the questionnaire

scores in our diagnostic cross-table was low, due to the

many subjects with good self-reported functional status

who nevertheless demonstrated low FCE-scores. The

questionnaires capture limitations in a range of ADL but do

not refer sufficiently to specific work related activities. The

strength of SF-36 and WOMAC lies therefore not in

selecting people that are capable to perform heavier work;

for that aim additionally the FCE can be used. In popula-

tions with a different prevalence of work limitations, the

PV? and PV- will be different; for example in a popu-

lation of healthy workers with a lower prevalence of work

limitations, a lower PV? and a higher PV- are expected.

A limitation of this study was that due to the inclusion

procedure an average time lapse of 5 months arose

between answering of the questionnaires and participation

in the FCE. We assumed both measurements to be rela-

tively stable at the start of our cohort. Van Dijk et al. [4]

concluded in her review that functional status in hip and

knee OA deteriorates slowly in the first 3 years. FCE

measurements do show a high test-retest reliability but also

some natural variation [15, 16] within the individual. The

FCE data of the first follow-up measurement (T1, 1 year

later) however do not indicate performance changes com-

pared to the baseline measurement.

Our diagnostic cross-tables demonstrated that scores

that indicate worse self-reported functional status were

related to low performance on a Functional Capacity

Evaluation in early osteoarthritis of the hip and the knee.

We agree with Vignon et al. [27] that in general health care

practice awareness must be stimulated for the relation

between hip and knee complaints of younger people and

their work capacity. Patients with physically demanding

work should be advised to visit the occupational physician

and/or the Human Resources Management staff of their

employer to discuss the opportunities for work adaptations.

In the setting of occupational health care the use of an FCE

in addition to self-reports is advised for a more specific

assessment of work capacity. Also more occupation spe-

cific questionnaires or surveys should be selected or

developed and translated in different languages. These

should also cover mental and social work aspects. Follow-

up studies on work limitations in OA will be done in the

CHECK cohort.

In conclusion, in subjects with early OA low self-

reported physical function scores on SF-36 and WOMAC

both demonstrated good diagnostic value as tests for lim-

itations on the FCE. However, the diagnostic values are

disorder specific and therefore in populations with a dif-

ferent prevalence of limitations, different diagnostic values

will be found. Depending on the level of accuracy needed,

self-reports may be sufficient to assess limitations in

physical function. High self-reported scores did not guar-

antee performance without physical work limitations.

Therefore, an FCE may be indicated to help clinicians to

assess actual work capacity.
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